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SPIRITUAL ASPECT:
How to develop a Godmind
-associate self with positive things(life affirming, etc.)
-dark side(chaos): anxiety; worry; fear; slavishness; sluggishness; static thought; passivity; fickleness;
reactive mindedness(amygdala/reptilian brain)
causes of being in this state: chanting; repetition; lower brain wave activity; hypnotic state(8-12hz.); low
alpha waves
light side(order): organized; reponsible; conscientious; courageous; courage; masterlfulness; activity;
initiative; dynamic; esteem; activity; assertiveness; continence; reflective(pre-frontal cortex)
causes of being in this state: thinking/reasoning; beta wave activity;
brain state:
beta/10-12=stress/aggitation
alpha/7-8hz.=intellectual/artistic ability
theta/5-6=psy abilities
delta/1-4=deep meditation
growth of mental body:
concentration(on-pointed concentration of attention)
inertia=tamas; activity=rajas; harmony=sattva
frequency protocols: (for eg. electrocranial stimulation machine)
theta(5hzx35 minutes)=learning
alpha/beta(7-8hzx10-20 minutes or 5 minutes x 4-5 minute intervals; 2 minutes break-between
intervals))

delta(with violet/indigo/infrared/above frequency mimicking above times)
dharma:
man=pure virility/warrior/ascetic=absolute man
woman=dedication to husband/children=absolute woman
-faith and works: faith in the law
life becomes what it does; man is his karma and his deeds are part of him ; we reward and punish
ourselves, according as we work with and through nature; absolute harmony in the world of matter as in
the world of spirit
karma=universal tendancy to restore equilibrium
he who puts the cause in action suffers the effect
concentration: candle type meditation and drumming
know yourself/be yourself/become who you are
good attracts good and repels evil and vice versa
originate psychic impulses=devachan
hierarchy:
[lowest]externalist/hylic/beast-man
philosophos/philosopher/psychic
[highest] theosophos/theosopher/pneumismatic
mental influence: 1) think of what you desire the other to do; 2) project towards the other
cultivate: increase mental power=increase utilization of will power
principle->expectation=casue=reward; strong expectation is a powerful magnet
refuse to express a passion and it dies
immanent transcendance
like attracts like as surely as the lodestone attracts iron
like attracts like opposites repel opposites
soul immortality:

1)strengthen ego/sense of self via; i)survival skills; ii)self defence skills; iii)first aid
the soul is developed throgh extreme living: tantra/physical force/intense emotion
attunement=union with higher self(Daimon)
authentic life path=dharma/True Will
righteousness=internal coherence: balance concious Will(is) with True Will(ought)
matter is the vehicle for the manifestation of the soul in this plane of existence
involution=progessive materialization of the divine
evolution=progressive divinization of the material
diamond body=quick; positive; high rate of vibration[enables dominace over/control of body to prevent
external influence]
soul: too materialistic in life=feeble astral form; particles don't firmly cohere=death of individual
-no anger/voluptuous passions
Plotinus: sense/perception->opinion; dialectics->reason; intuition(knowledge/illumiination)
body=machine of liberation of the divine soul(manichaeism)
dark side=lust/desire/fear/anxiety/wrath/anger
pflict zur gesundheit(obligation to be healthy)
9 subconcious desires:(weakness)
1-emotional security
2)recognition of efforts/reassurance of worth
3)creative outlets
4)a sense of personal power
5)a sense of roots/belonging
6)immortality
7)ego-gratification
8)love in all its forms
9)new experiences

what the mind believes the subconcious acts on
-mortal soul blended with immortal spirit="thereby established forever"(Egyptian)
Will: one-pointed concentration of energy fields
reptilian brain(human unconcious)/Autonomic nervous system/derangement of sense
activity(drumming; chant; yoga; breath): engage it->control it=power/increase kundalini/awareness
-Lucifer=the White of Spirit
-Ahriman=the black of pure materiality->materialistic
White='holy'(meaning)
uniting Self with HGA(holy guardian angel)=Thelemic goal
from Springmeier, an illuminatus interviewed: 'man's destiny is the loving regeneration of the earth and
balance(mother gaia worship); 'the other eye of go must open'=chemosh, 'cleansing fire'>moloch=holocaust, 'those who do not seek wisdom->shall cease(bound to the earth and forget the
light); 'the earth shall regenerate herself when the eye of Moloch opens'
souls are release from the wheel of incarnation at the rings of Saturn at the tropic of Capricorn
Capricorn: Souls' descend(gateway to the gods); Soul comes in via moon(tropic of Cancer); gateway of
men
darth vader=Saturn; Luke Skywalker=Sun; star of David=symbol of time(Saturn/Kronos)
left-hand path: self-aggrandizement(earthly wisdom: following the dictates of lower nature)
right-hand path=others/love; altrusim(divine wisdom: regain unity with
immortals/integrity/industry/sincerity)
psychopath:
they desire: power and cotrol
how to spot a psychopath: dupers smirk/fake smile(eyes don't smile); they get adrenaline rush when get
away with lying
solution: dissociation to the extent possible
control of the unconcious mind: throgh control of the autonomic nervous system functions:
reptilian brain(pons; medulla and brain stem)/heart rate/breath rate/peristalsis: control mechanism:
breath control(pranayama); yoga(asana); meditation
exercise of the will via concious action

Will=thelematos(grk.); raising the serpent/kundalini force
soul=biophysical body
-keep within law of 'spiritual continuity'=immoratlity; no materiality=the way of all flesh/degeneration
justice=harmony
avoid reincarnation:
1)restriction of senses
2)indifferent to mundane reality
3)voluntary poverty
4)freedom from passion
5)soul contemplation
-authority as truth?-> or truth=authority
hypocrisy: evasion of truth through refusal tohonestly recognize what it is
guru: a teacher who teaches for the sake of teaching
pain: a stress greater than an organism can bear easily/without ignorance
sex: a chemotropism/conditioned reflex evoked in response to aphrodisiacal stimulation by
foods/beverages/animal protein/coffee/caffeine/drugs,etc.
chemistry of semen is similar to that of nerve and brain tissue
loss of sexual fluid=indigestion/emaciation/epilepsy/paralysis
-what we care about is what we manifest
virtue=keeping the law of the enrgy fields
solve et coagula=phoenix
-Soul(Aristotle): reasoning soul<--->animal soul
observing the laws of harmony retains the soul
energy=currency of reality
human=psycho-bioenergetic entity; 'Spirit Man'(in Hebrew the language of the White Israelites)
dharmic man=authentic; karmic man=inauthentic

authentic identity=preserve organic language/culture/ethnicity/socail reality
physiognomy: monstrum in fronte monstrum in anima(monster in the face monster in the soul)
(palmistry; iridology; physiognomy,bioanthropologyetc.)
maya=ignorance(inauthentic ideas about reality)
sin=failure of purpose
no renouncing ego but making eternal; attach it to the persona; persona becomes individualized; a
struggle against the external=absolute personality
faith(in the afterlife)+willpower=immortality
dasein=authentic man
apotheosis=god of the left hand path
lost word=cosmic conciousness
HGA=hadit='higher self'=True Self=revelation of True Will(adhibiddha/augoeides=lux/lucifer)
Dharma: spiritual power+creative expression
brain=scalar wave generator/transceiver; nerves=antenna
pyramids=planetary wide; scalar wave grid system; psychotronic generator to unite soul and spirit so
that the dead human could live happily in the afterlife
DNA formed through thought patterns
occultism: the study an knowledge of the hidden side of nature by means of powers which exist in all
men
occultist contra mystic: divine communion via 'the flight of the alone to the alone"(Plotinus)
Egyptian gods=aspects of God:
Osiris=the embodiment of God the Father; symbol=sun
Isis: universal feminine principle; the 2nd Logos; the Mother of all that lives; symbol: moon
Horus=divine child(wisdom)
animal forms: manifestation of deity
embalming: preserves divine influence/power until body ceases to remain/return to physical plane for
ressurection

hochzeit zur menscheit('The Zenith of Humanity')
Lucullus(gluttony); Bacchus(drunkenness)
matter is gravitationally trapped light
ego transcending ego by ego=light body
triad(immortal): atma(spirit); buddhi(intellect); manas(mind/reincarnate being)
quaternary(mortal four): passions/desires/lifeprinciple(prana);astral body; physical body
ego=immortal; seek to 'merge' with undifferentiated conciousness=extinction
the individual Will is the same as the Will of God
recognition of God's Will=dharma/righteousness; opposite=karma/sin
motive--->consequences(karma)
immortality=
atma/buddhi/manas;
neschemah/buddhi/manas;
pure spirit/spiritual soul/plastic mediator
body<--->manas<--->buddhi<--->atma
as viewed so appears
karma=the justice of God=proovidence
loki=lucifer/light bearer
ego=energetic muscle; flexing/contracting=thinking
Christ=abstract ideal of the personal divinity indwelling in man(+the perfected God-man)
Trinity:
god//father//spirit
christ//son/soul
holy ghost//mother/matter
ascension: expand conciousness(happy/present/fearless); focus on what you want not what you don't
want

chakras:
muladhara(yellow square mandala/'lam' mantra/cohesiveness of physical matter; smell;
'apana'skeleton; emotions: greed; false knowledge; credulity; delusions; indulgence n material
pleasures)
svadhistana(white crescent moon mandala; 'vam' mantra)
'animate'=body+soul, not spirit<--->'spirituals/perfect'
species of humans:
[highest]pneumatikoi-(pneumatics)-seth-spirit
psykhikoi-(psychics)-abel-soul/dust
[lowest]Khoikoi-(choics)-cain-dust/matter
-mind control formula of 'illuminati':
amnesia=loss of memory
abulia=loss of will
apathy=loss of interest
-Mind: a name given to the sum of the states of Conciousness grouped together under Thought, Will and
Feeling
increase parasympathetic nervous system activity: happy thoughts; rest;relaxation
increase sympathetic nervous system activity: fear; anger; resentment; worry; stress; guilt
-Creativity: anxiety/chaos; alienation of intense concentration and relaxation
-immersion: where imagined thing becomes real
-chakra/nerve plexus:psychological archtype:
sahasrara/anahata:super ego
solar plexus/vishuddha:ego
muladhara:reptilian complex/ID
-10 sephiroth=planetary orbits; Keter=orbit of Saturn
-spirit: bound to physica brain=nephesh(animal/life principle)
immortal:mortal

-Egyptian Funeral Ritual:
kha=body; khabu=astral body; ka=animal/life principle; ba=higher soul; akh=terrestrial intelligence;
sah=mummy
pure/virtuous life=no sensuousness/sensuality
gnosis: complete reunion with spirit or dissolution of astral form
2nd death="lake of fire"; also can occur in vivo(death of soul via absorption)
blue=colour of the material world(mary magdalene)=evil(acc. to gnosticism)
belial: destroying waste/uselessness; wasteful/useless man
Hatred is often the result of magnetic conditions affecting each person discordantly. while on the other
hand affinities expressing true friendship are those produced by the rhythmic interblending of the rays,
resulting in harmonious vibrations
love=concord
hate=discord
-Harmonize one's: i) thoughts/ii)emotions/iii)actions
destroyer:creator
thought: ignorance:knowledge
emotion: apathy:love
action: cowardice/laziness:courage/will
=Unity/Krist/Krishna/Wotan Conciousness
MATERIAL ASPECT
death's head moth infiltrates the order of the bees(Judeo-Masonic beehive)...
will to power=will=abraxas=shiva=black sun
sophia perrenis(eternal wisdom)=perennialism=traditionalism
It is necessary that I should die for my people but my spirit shall rise form the grave and the world shall
know that I was right(quotation imputed to Hitler)
Ethics: (see the section from 'White Law' called 'libtard-ology')
aryan vs. Jewdeo-Christian/Communist

solar<--->lunar
hierarchical<--->communist
imperial/fascist<--->marxist
masculine<--->feminine
hero<--->saint
conqueror<--->martyr
virtue: faithfulness; honour<--->compassion; humbleness
vice: cowardice; dishonour<--->sin
punishment<--->turn the other cheek
killing permitted(if just)<--->thou shalt not kill
hate/know thine enemy<--->love thine enemy
Aryans=Elohim
come from Aldebaran solar system; becomes uninhabitable->colonization of ours>Marduk(/Tiamat=exploded)->Mars->Earth; Aryans=Sum-arians(Sumerians)
pashu=inferior, worlkdy person
vira=purification of will; self-determination
pasha=a bond, egs. sympathy(daya); delusion(moka); shame/sin(guilt/laija); fear(bhaya); disgust(ghrina);
family/kinship(kula); caste(varna); morality/conformity(sila)
vira's/kaula's principle: "nothing exists, everything is permitted"
tamasic impulses: need and greed
essence of the left hand path: 'seek out' dissolving; 'toxic' situations and to find ni them liberation in the
final outcome
Right hand path=ascetic/contemplative
Racist Singularity=New tribe:
racial solidarity; cohesion; loyalty;identity; collective Will to survive; collective Goals and Soul;
organization; unity of purpose;
skrealing=non-white

Poleshift: (edgar cayce/revelation/nostradamus,etc.): 2025-2028 predicted to occur
500 miles from coast; 200ft+ above rivers; 650-700ft above sea level
rocky mountains=new coastal mountains
Canada: Southern/Eastern portions of Canada survive; great lakes emptying Western: 'much of that is to
be disturbed'; Europe: upper portion of Europe displaced;
-the ideas of 1914(fascism/National Socialism/Ethno-Nationalism-order, justice, national solidarity)
opposed to those of 1789(Jacobinism/Bolshevism/Internationalism/Communism-freedom, equality,
brotherhood)
-the primary function of history is anthropology, which detremins cultural behaviour
-money is a bonus for work done
-exchange the value of money for the value of work(natsoc)
racialism is an ideal towards which one aspires
survival is moral extinction is immoral
[jewish controlled] minority over a dispossessed majority
Jews: from orion to mars to moon to earth
Judaism is a satanic power(Hitler)
-When the laws of man declare the death of one's race, the laws of Nature declare rebellion
-What has caused more suffering in the world than the stupidity of the compassionate(Nietzsche)
-Democracy is death(Leese)
-race:energy(see 'White Law' for amplification)
caucasoid:mentoid energy
asiatic:electronic/kenic
negroid:electronic energy
-Never in the world can the jew become master of any people except a bastardized people(Hitler)
-everything in society is corrupt
-when everything is illegal everyone will be criminals

-The leftwards reverse swastika of the return to hyperborea whirling against the rotational movement of
the earth of kali yuga before the catastrophe that submerged polar hyperborea, the earth gyrated in the
way of this swastika(Serrano)
black sun=void of creation/ball of prima materia; vril force emanates therefrom(gravity?)
Aryan Race Origins:
Aldebaran->Mars->Earth(Sumerians)->Hyperborea at North pole[Thule=capital city /black sun/hollow
earth]->under the Himalayas(Shambalah)->Agartha(Gobi desert)
A race is a collection of individuals differentiated frome evrry other group(constituted in such a way) by
its unique combination of bodily characteristics and soul attributes and continually reproduces its own
kind(H.F.K Gunther)
Aryan Colours: White(innocence); Blue(loyalty); Gold(purity)
-the greatest of all human rights is the right of a race to protect itself against genocide(Putnam)
-to be tolerant of evil is either laziness or cowardice
-seperation is life; integration is death; the racial loyalist fights for life
-might is incarnate right and rights are metamorphosed mights; power and justice are synonyms
-if it doesn't reference jews it isn't news; because the news is controlled by jews
(Matt Hale quotes):-discrimination preserves a race; a lack of discrimination destoroys it
-everything we do as men has a foundation in the desire for racial preservation
-sentimentality is no substitute for survival
-the racial seperatist does not concern himself with the welfare of other races
when all that matters is the colour of cash the colour of race suffers
capitalism and communism are the two sides of the same coin that ignores the value of man himself
when money rules the day it is the jew who rules the money
-it is a natural law that creation only arises through the release of polar conditioned tensions(Serrano)
women, as the chosen preservers of a race, can also become the destroyers of the folk if permitted to
complete their emancipation
emancipation of women from the emancipation of Woman is the first demand of a female generation
which wishes to save folk and race-the eternally unconcious, the foundation of all culture-from
decline(Goebbels)

We demand the complete rule of what is folkish over every form of internationalism
-There would be no anti-semitism had the jews not foisted their semitism upon us first
racism is the natural attitude of man, the distinguishing between those of our own kind and those who
are not
loyalty to the physical world does not preclude a faith in the spiritual. personal immortality and the
immortality of our race go hand in hand
Dual Seedline Christian Identity(see 'White Law' for references):
Jacob[white israelites]=destined for eternity; Esau[jew]=destined to perish for ever
Israel=god with us
enowsh[non-whites]: non-white in chaldeaen exist in illusion never eternity
jeud/jeoud=saturn's sun
aramaic targum 'pseudo-Johnathan'(Genesis 4.1): Sammael the angel(of death)+Eve=Cain, ancestor of
the 'jew'
fate of non-whites=extermination(2 Peter, ?.12)
Adam's spirit=ascends to heaven->resurrected in new body
"Suppose ye that I am come to give peace on earth? I tell you nay: but rather division"(Luke)
"that which is born of God cannot sin, the seed remaineth within him"(1 John)
"The people[jews] against whom Yahweh hath Indignation for ever"(Malachi 1:3-4)
"Receive a stranger into thine house , he will disturb thee, and turn thee out of thine own"(Ecclesiasticus
11:34)
"Thou mayest not set a stranger over thee"(Deutoronomy 17.15)
"The vile person shall no more be called liberal"(Isaiah)
"Thou are my battle axe and weapns of war, for with thee I wil destroy kingdoms(Jeremiah 51.20)
"cursed be he that keepeth back his sword from blod"(Jeremiah 48.10)
"I come not to bring peace but the sword"(Matthew 10.34)
"I know thy works, that thou art neigther cold nor hot"( Revelation 3.15-16)
14 words: "We must secure the existence of our people and a future for White children"

